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About Contents
Hathaway Education  
Hathaway Education is a new ELT content licensor, 
with a mission to create true innovation in English 
language education. At the heart of Hathaway 
Education is our commitment to diversity, equity 
and inclusion in education. Our materials have 
a strong emphasis on embracing cultural and 
ethnic differences, exploring various social 
values and belief systems, and 
celebrating both the differences and 
similarities that make us human. 

Hathaway Education is a trading 
name of Westchester Publishing 
Services UK Ltd., a sister company of 
Westchester Education Services. Since 
1969, Westchester Publishing Services has 
been the preferred project management, 
production, editorial, and digital services 
provider for many of the world’s most 
prestigious publishers. For over 50 years 
the Westchester group has delivered global 
publishing products and services of the highest 
quality, at affordable prices.
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Our first major project is the Hathaway Graded 
Readers series which is now available for 

publishers to rebrand and deliver to  
their markets. 

The series has received 
overwhelmingly positive reviews 

from teachers around the world. They 
have welcomed the fresh approach 

and the dedication to ensuring 
that diversity, equity and inclusion are 

incorporated into the materials available for 
English language teaching. 

We are proud to present our readers to you over 
the following pages. We hope you’ll appreciate the 
immediate relevance of the themes as they celebrate 
all the things that make us different, and encourage 
mutual respect and understanding on a global level.

To discuss licensing opportunities please contact:
tim.davies@westchestereducationservices.co.uk
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Graded readers offer the perfect place to explore 
different themes and ideas, and they play a key role in 
English language progression. 

They provide a controlled environment for students to 
access stories, concepts, and information in a second 
or foreign language which leads to greater motivation 
and accelerated learning.

Our readers cover a wide range themes that will help 
every learner feel valued – even those seemingly 
furthest away from opportunity. 

They include:
■   overcoming obstacles, conflict resolution, 
      adversity, courage, determination, aspirations, 
      self-esteem, gender expectations/equality, 
      socio-economic bias
■   science and nature, geography, world 
      history, sports
■   physical (dis)abilities, learning (dis)abilities, 
      learning English, bilingualism
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Hathaway Graded Readers aim to address the  
lack of diversity in traditional graded readers by 
breaking down cultural barriers and emphasizing  
that people don’t always see themselves the way 
others see them. 

 They do this by:
 ■   identifying and embracing   
       differences among cultures
 ■   including diverse and multi-  
       ethnic main characters told from 
       their own perspectives
 ■   presenting various social practices, 
       values, and belief systems
 ■   making personal connections with
       the stories
 ■   noting the external differences and 
       similarities that define people’s lives
 ■   retelling classical or global tales from a 
       fresh and 21st century approach
 ■   creating bold and original
       fictionalized stories

About
Hathaway Graded Readers 
Hathaway Education has skilfully crafted a  
series of new and original graded readers 
along with supplemental materials with a 
specific focus on actual learner 
needs and identities.  

Teachers and learners in 
the English language teaching 
world have a lot choice when it comes 
to graded readers. They cover many 
subjects, genre types and levels, 
however, there is a distinct lack of 
diversity in theme and content.

Learners of English represent every walk 
of life – they come from a multitude of 
cultures, religions and socio-economic 
backgrounds. So, shouldn’t this learner 
diversity also be reflected in the materials 
we use?
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Southeast.

South.

I can’t see
where to go. I need 
to use the talking

compass. 

A talking 
compass?

Remember, 
we must go 

south!

21

Then, there’s a sudden fog!

Follow me!

This way!

Next time 
I should 
steer.

But then, 
how will 
I learn?

The crew has to 

work together  

to right the boa
t.

8

But we  
all worked 
together.

The best 
way to learn 

is to try 
again.



Series
Structure
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Germs are very small and our eyes cannot see them. 
We need a microscope to see them. A microscope 
makes very small things look bigger. When we look at 
germs with a microscope, we see there are many kinds. 
Two kinds of germs are viruses and bacteria. We see a 
lot of these. Two other kinds of germs are fungi and 
protozoans. We do not see as many of these. 

A long time ago, people 
thought that they became 
ill because of bad air. They 
didn’t know about germs 
until Zacharias Janssen 
invented the microscope 
in 1590.

7
66

7

Can we see Can we see 
germs?germs?

Can we see 
germs?

24

Dad was right. It’s time 

to try new things!

24

17

Chang’e climbs onto a roof with the bow and 

Chang’e climbs onto a roof with the bow and 
many, many arrows. She points high and…

many, many arrows. She points high and…Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!
Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh!Hundreds of arrows fly over, under, and around 

Hundreds of arrows fly over, under, and around 
the Bad Sun. It gets angry and flies away.

the Bad Sun. It gets angry and flies away.The people are happy. They jump up and down.

The people are happy. They jump up and down.
“Chang’e saved us 
“Chang’e saved us !!” ” The Emperor says that he will give Chang’e 

The Emperor says that he will give Chang’e 
many bags of gold. 
many bags of gold. Everyone is proud of her 
Everyone is proud of her !!

1717

Supplementary Materials 
The start-up package of the Hathaway Graded 
Readers series includes twelve 32-page workbooks, 
three per grade level for Grades 3–6. Each workbook 
provides material for all the core readers in the grade.

The supporting workbooks provide focused language 
work, skills practice, task-based activities and projects. 
They also allow teachers to extend language points, 
and to encourage students to develop 21st century 
skills: critical thinking, communication, collaboration 
and creativity.  

Support Workbooks Grades 3 - 6
Word Study Workbook
Reading and Writing Workbook
Extension Activities Workbook

Teacher’s Book
Each grade level has its own corresponding Teacher’s 
Book with step-by-step teaching notes and ideas for 
exploiting the themes of diversity, equity and inclusion 
in the classroom.

The Hathaway Graded Readers series is 
comprised of 24 core graded reader titles 
across 4 levels. Readers in the series cover 4 
genres: Fantasy Fiction, Graphic Story, Realistic 
Fiction and Non-Fiction.   

Reader Levels
Hathaway readers are aligned with the CEFR 
levels and the Global Scale of English (GSE). 
They fall on and within the CEFR A1 – A2 range.

Hathaway Graded Readers Levels

.

 

Controlled Reading: Stories told with level-appropriate lists of words and sentences to build reading confidence.

Guided Reading: Engaging stories for teacher-assisted and small group reading.

Supported Reading: Stories that provide opportunities for readers to practise the reading skills they are learning, 
      often with a partner.

Independent Reading: Stories that provide opportunities for readers to apply their reading skills at their own pace.
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Chang’e and the Good SunTeacher’s Book for
Hathaway Graded Readers

Hathaway Graded Readers reach into
the lives and imaginations of children and bringthem to life in easily accessible, leveled prose.Their diverse authors present realistic originalfiction in their own voices, new interpretations ofclassic international tales, and thought-provokingnon-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturallyauthentic, delicately addressing themes relatedto disparities in society, and beautifully illustratedand photographed, taking every reader on amemorable journey.

Graded at the beginner level, these readers willprovide even the most reluctant readers with areason to read.

The Teacher’s Book includes:
• Step-by-step Teacher’s notes on how to 

implement graded readers in class
• Workbook answer keys
• Glossary of story-related vocabulary items
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Chang’e and the Good Sun

Hathaway Graded Readers reach into

the lives and imaginations of children and bring

them to life in easily accessible, leveled prose.

Their diverse authors present realistic original

fiction in their own voices, new interpretations of

classic international tales, and thought-provoking

non-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturally

authentic, delicately addressing themes related

to disparities in society, and beautifully illustrated

and photographed, taking every reader on a

memorable journey.

Graded at the beginner level, these readers will

provide even the most reluctant readers with a

reason to read.

The Reading and Writing Workbook 

includes:

• Reading comprehension development 

activities

• Guided and free writing practice

• Story-based writing projects
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Chang’e and the Good Sun

Hathaway Graded Readers reach into 

the lives and imaginations of children and bring 

them to life in easily accessible, leveled prose. 

Their diverse authors present realistic original 

fiction in their own voices, new interpretations of 

classic international tales, and thoughtprovoking 

non-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturally 

authentic, delicately addressing themes related 

to disparities in society, and beautifully illustrated 

and photographed, taking every reader on a 

memorable journey.

Graded at the beginner level, these readers will 

provide even the most reluctant readers with a 

reason to read.

The Word Study Workbook includes:

• Activities that present the language used in 

the story

• Learning tools that enhance vocabulary 

development

• Glossary of story-related vocabulary items
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Sailing the StormExtension Activities Workbook for Hathaway Graded Readers
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for Hathaway Graded Readers

Extension Activities Workbook

Hathaway Graded Readers reach intothe lives and imaginations of children and bringthem to life in easily accessible, leveled prose.Their diverse authors present realistic originalfiction in their own voices, new interpretations ofclassic international tales, and thought-provokingnon-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturallyauthentic, delicately addressing themes relatedto disparities in society, and beautifully illustratedand photographed, taking every reader on amemorable journey.
Graded at the beginner level, these readers willprovide even the most reluctant readers with areason to read.

The Extension Activities Workbook includes:
• Task-based independent and group activities• Collaborative projects
• Art, drama, and games

Chang’e and  
the Good Sun
Fantasy fiction

Sailing the Storm   
Graphic adventure story

Crochet Captain   
Realistic fiction

Germs   
Non-fiction
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Realizing that it will be a challenge to 
catch up to the other boats, they set 
off again. Suddenly, the weather turns 
stormy, and because of the fog, Emma 
can’t see well enough to steer the boat. 
She uses the talking compass to help her, 
and they are soon back on track. They go 
on to win the race, and everyone is proud  
of them.

About the Author
Beth O’Brien is a writer, 
editor, reviewer, and reader. 

She loves strong female characters and 
challenging stigmas around disabilities. 
Having been born visually impaired, Beth 
grew up on audiobooks and quickly 
became enchanted with literature. 

Beth is a graduate of the University of Birmingham 
with a degree in English Literature, and is now 
studying for an MA in Creative Writing. 

Sailing the Storm 
Story Background
Synopsis 
Emma, a young partially-sighted girl, 
longs to go sailing. Her dad gives her 
sailing lessons as a birthday present, 
and she starts her classes. With her 
new crew, Lizzie —a blind girl— and 
Ali, she practises hard. After a few 
mishaps, they become quite good, 
even though Ali has his doubts. Their 
sailing teacher decides that they are 
ready to enter a race. They all want 
to win, and Emma wants explicitly 
to show Ali that she is up to the job. 
However, she is a bit nervous because 
she can’t see very well. Her dad gives 
her a talking compass to help her 
navigate the boat if the weather gets 
bad. On the day of the race, Emma 
wants to do everything on her own and 
has some problems. Emma realizes she needs to let the 
others help and start working together as a team. As a 
result, they improve their position in the race. However, 
when they spot a boat in trouble, they decide to help, 
even though it may mean losing the race. 
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Ahh… Dad worries 
too much.

You’re going 
sailing!

But on Emma’s birthday, her dad 
has a surprise!

Careful,
Emma!

Wow!
Thank’s, Dad!

And I’ll be 
careful.5

Emma has big dreams of sailing. Her dad 

worries because Emma cannot see very well.
Emma meets the sailing crew at her first lesson.

Come on, 
Emma!

I hope I can
 do this.

Yes, they 
know what 
they are 
doing.

Emma, you can come 
with us. Ali and Lizzie 

are good sailors!
What’s up? Hi! 

6

Sample pages from
Sailing The Storm Grade 3 Reader



            About the Author          
          Devora Manier is an                
       assistant professor of ESL 
                   at Nashville State 
Community College. She believes reading 
is key to language learning. Devora 
loves spinning yarns. Her father was 
an amazing storyteller too. He had the 
ability to change a story for each reader 
or listener. Hearing the ever-changing 
versions of her father’s tales taught 
Devora the value of connecting.

Likewise, she learned from her daughter 
that children enjoy stories that reflect 
their own perspectives about the world 
around them. 

Devora keeps these lessons in mind 
when writing. As a children’s author, she always 
hopes to to entertain, educate, and empower young 
readers.

Germs 
Story Background
Synopsis 
Germs is a factual and informational 
book. It introduces students to the 
different causes of disease, including 
germs and bacteria.

Students will be fascinated with the 
microscopic images and numerous 
compelling facts about inventions and 
discoveries that combat illness, such 
as vaccines. They will also read about 
the importance of personal hygiene 
to combat germ-related diseases and 
the importance of a healthy lifestyle.

1110
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STAYING HEALTHY

The best way to protect yourself is to keep germs 

out of your body. There are different ways to do 

this. First, make sure you wash your hands before 

you eat. Next, rinse any cuts with water. If the cut is 

bad, use antibacterial cream and a plaster to protect 

it from germs. Finally, always cough or sneeze into 

your sleeve or a tissue. The cloth catches germs and 

then they cannot go to someone else.

How can you 
How can you 

protect yourself 
protect yourself 

from germs? 
from germs? 

How can you 

protect yourself 

from germs? 

22
23

4321

STAYING HEALTHY

The best way to protect yourself is to keep germs 
out of your body. There are different ways to do 
this. First, make sure you wash your hands before 
you eat. Next, rinse any cuts with water. If the cut is 
bad, use antibacterial cream and a plaster to protect 
it from germs. Finally, always cough or sneeze into 
your sleeve or a tissue. The cloth catches germs and 
then they cannot go to someone else.

How can you How can you 
protect yourself protect yourself 
from germs? from germs? 

How can you 
protect yourself 
from germs? 
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Sample pages from
Germs Grade 3 Reader



be separated. Originally, Chang’e is the 
moon goddess and the wife of the archer 
Yi. The story explains why the sun leaves 
the sky every night from a mythological 
perspective. 

About the Author           
Tiffani Ren is a 2nd grade 
primary school teacher 
and a lifelong reader and 

writer. She strongly believes that books 
are magical because they breathe ideas 
of change, discovery, awareness, and 
happiness.

Tiffani wants to both read and write 
stories that respect a diverse world  
and today’s globalizing society. 
She aspires to recognize different 

cultures by authoring stories that feature characters 
who may have traditionally been unseen, unheard, or 
misinterpreted in literature. 

In her spare time Tiffani she likes to bake cream 
cheese cookies, make book earrings, and dance!

Chang’e and the Good Sun
Story Background
Synopsis 
Chang’e, a young Chinese girl, lives in 
a village where the sun never sleeps, 
and it is always day. In time, another 
sun arrives. And now, there’s too 
much heat! Plants burn, and smoke 
makes it hard to breathe. Chang’e 
offers to use her unique talent with 
the bow and arrow to help the village 
people. She scares the suns away. And 
now, it’s too cold! People are freezing. 
The Emperor scolds Chang’e. Chang’e 
goes to the mountains to look for 
the sun. It is afraid and will not come 
up. Chang’e takes her rooster to call 
to the sun. The sun is curious, and it 
comes out. However, it is still a little 
afraid of Chang’e, so after some time, 
it goes away behind the mountains — 
until the rooster calls it out again.

Culture Note - The Original Myth
Chang’e and the Good Sun re-tells a traditional 
Chinese myth about how the day and night came to 

1312 westchestereducationservices.co.uk westchestereducationservices.co.uk
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One day, at the same market, something strange happens.
One day, at the same market, something strange happens.

The people look up and see two suns. 
The people look up and see two suns. 

The Good Sun is there, but it is not alone.  
The Good Sun is there, but it is not alone.  

There is a brighter sun too.
There is a brighter sun too.

The people are excited. They begin to jump up and down.
The people are excited. They begin to jump up and down.

“More sunshine “More sunshine !!” they shout. “More sunshine 
” they shout. “More sunshine !!””

But Chang’e is a bit worried. 
But Chang’e is a bit worried. 

“Is this another Good Sun, or is it a Bad Sun?” she asks.
“Is this another Good Sun, or is it a Bad Sun?” she asks.

1010
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Sample pages from
Chang’e And The Good Sun Grade 3 Reader



But in class, the teacher praises the 
crochet club members for giving their 
work away to help orphans. In the 
end, Ronnie realizes that even though 
his life is difficult, he still has things 
to be grateful for: like his dad and his 
friendship with Marina.

About the Author
Pamela Tuck was born in 
North Carolina and credits 
her award-winning writing 

career to her upbringing surrounded by 
southern storytellers. She was inspired 
to become a writer after her grandfather 
captivated her with his tales. 

As a child, Pamela entertained her 
family by recording her own voice and 

telling “made up silly stories”. She wrote poetry in 
elementary school and encouraged by teachers, 
family, and friends, she branched out into children’s 
stories and plays. Pamela has 11 children; 6 boys  
and 5 girls. 

Crochet Captain
Story Background
Synopsis 
Ronnie is a young boy, who after the 
death of his mother, has moved to a 
small apartment with his  
dad. He now goes to a new school, 
where he must make new friends. His 
dad works late and tells Ronnie he 
should join an after-school club. 

At his new school, Ronnie meets 
Marina, who is kind to him and who 
he likes a lot. Ronnie also meets Greg 
Lee, and his friends, who tease Ronnie 
and make his life difficult because he 
has reading problems and is not good 
at sports.Ronnie learns about croquet 
in class, which he thinks sounds fun 
because both boys and girls can play 
together. When Ronnie goes to sign 
up for a club, he accidentally joins the crochet club, 
mistaking it for croquet. When he goes to the club, he 
is surprised and embarrassed to be the only boy there. 
The following week, Greg and his friends bully Ronnie 
for doing crochet instead of a “real sport”. 
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After school, Greg and his 

friends write their names on 

the list for the football club.

I wait until nobody’s there 

before I go up to the notice 

board. It takes a few minutes 

to read every list. Then I see it. 

There are only a few names on 

the list and most of them are 

girl’s names. But that’s OK, it’s 

a sport for girls, too. I write my 

name on the list.

12
13

12
13

After school, Greg and his 
friends write their names on 
the list for the football club.

I wait until nobody’s there 
before I go up to the notice 
board. It takes a few minutes 
to read every list. Then I see it. 
There are only a few names on 
the list and most of them are 
girl’s names. But that’s OK, it’s 
a sport for girls, too. I write my 
name on the list.

Sample pages from
Crochet Captain Grade 3 Reader



Supplementary Material 
Word Study Workbook
The Word Study Workbook is available separately  
at each grade level of the Hathaway Graded Readers 
series. It can be used flexibly by teachers and parents 
to provide additional language support alongside the 
core readers and is designed to help save teacher 
preparation time. 

This workbook provides more intensive practice of 
the language structures that are presented in each 
reader with a specific focus on helping students 
understand new words, expand their vocabulary 
range, and reinforcing the grammatical structures that 
are used in the reader.

Key Features
■   A range of activities related to each 
      grade-level reader 
■   Generic activities that can be used with any 
      graded reader
■   Presentation of new words and grammatical 
      structures to support the pre-reading phase
      of lessons
■   Activities to consolidate new language following 
      independent reading

1716 westchestereducationservices.co.uk westchestereducationservices.co.uk

The Reading and Writing Workbook is available 
separately at each grade level of the Hathaway 
Graded Readers series. It can be used flexibly 
by teachers and parents to provide additional 
comprehension and writing skills work alongside the 
core readers, and is designed to help teachers with 
delivering lessons that use reading as a springboard 
into creative writing. 

This workbook includes general comprehension 
questions to check students’ understanding of the 
story-line in each reader. This is followed by a range of 
activities that will encourage the production of  written 
work similar in nature to the core readers.  

Key Features
■   Comprehension exercises to check understanding
■   Activities that encourage the exploration of 
      narrative contexts and structures
■   Controlled and freer writing exercise types to 
      help students develop their skills
■   Reader specific activities, and generic writing 
      activities that can be used with any 
      graded reader

Supplementary Material 
Reading and Writing Workbook

Sample pages from
Word Study Workbook Grade 3

Sample pages from
Reading and Writing Workbook Grade 3
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Chang’e and the Good Sun

Reading/Writing: Understand how stories answer questions about nature. Create answers to questions 

about nature. 

How can you answer these questions? Write notes or draw pictures.

The story of Chang’e tells us why the sun goes away at night. 

The story says: 

“The sun only shines in the day because the Good Sun is a bit afraid of Chang’e’s arrows and 

goes away at night. But the cockerel calls to the Good Sun every morning and the Good Sun 

comes back again.”

It answers the question, Why does the sun go away at night?

Why is it cold in winter?

Why do leaves fall from trees?

Why is the sky blue?

Sailing the Storm

14

1. Complete the directions on the compass. 

2. Follow the instructions to find the treasure on the map.

N__ __ __ __   

S __ __ __ __ 

W__ __ __  E __ __ __

Your boat starts at the north 
west of the map. Don’t go 
east, there are sea monsters 
in the water. Go south for 
three squares. Here you can 
see fish and octopuses. Now 
sail east for one square and 
lower the anchor. You need 
to get off the boat. Walk 
north for one square until 
you are in the middle of the 
mountains. Be careful, there 
might be trouble with pira-
tes! Go east for one square. 
The treasure is there! Mark it 
with an X.

Grammar | directions: 1 Write the letters to complete the direction words. 2 Find Start on the map. Follow 
the instructions to move on the map. Mark the ‘treasure’ with an X.

9

Chang’e and the Good Sun

Writing | Write a story. Use your planning notes to develop each paragraph.

Write your story. Use your planning information from page 8.

[Title:] _____________________________________________________________

[Paragraph 1: Describe the setting and introduce your main character.]

 In a time and place far away, there is/are ___________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

[Paragraph 2: Describe the problem or situation.]

 Then one day ___________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

[Paragraph 3: Say how the main character solves the problem.]

 In the end,  ________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

9

Chang’e and the Good Sun

The Good Sun never sleeps. 

It always shines.

We use never, always, often, sometimes to answer the question How often?

100%

 always Mary always brushes her teeth.

 often Sadiq often does his homework in his room.

 sometimes  James sometimes goes swimming.

 never Peter never goes to school by car.

 0%

1. Complete the answers with never, always, often, sometimes so they are true for you.

2. Write three sentences about you. Use often, sometimes, never.

1. Q: How often do you eat chocolate? 

 A: I ______________ eat chocolate.

2. Q: How often do you go to the cinema? 

 A: I ______________ go to the cinema.

1. ________________________________________________________________ .

2. ________________________________________________________________ .

3. ________________________________________________________________ .

3. Q: How often do you go to the beach? 

 A: I ______________ go to the beach.

4. Q: How often do you play computer games? 

 A: I ______________ play computer games.

Grammar | adverbs of frequency: 1 Write never, always, often, or sometimes to say how often you do these 

things. 2 Write three complete sentences with often, sometimes, or never.

3

Chang’e and the Good Sun

Hathaway Graded Readers reach into 

the lives and imaginations of children and bring 

them to life in easily accessible, leveled prose. 

Their diverse authors present realistic original 

fiction in their own voices, new interpretations of 

classic international tales, and thought-provoking 

non-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturally 

authentic, delicately addressing themes related 

to disparities in society, and beautifully illustrated 

and photographed, taking every reader on a 

memorable journey.

Graded at the beginner level, these readers will 

provide even the most reluctant readers with a 

reason to read.

The Word Study Workbook includes:

• Activities that practice the language used in 

the story

• Learning tools that enhance vocabulary 

development

• Glossary of story-related vocabulary items

Word Study Workbook for 

Hathaway Graded Readers
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Writing | story planning: 1 Choose a story topic. How will you answer the question?  2 Read the questions. 

Draw or write information for each story element.

1. Answer one of the questions for a story of your own.

2. Plan your story. Draw or write the information.

• Why is it cold in winter?
• Why is the sky blue?

• Why do trees lose their leaves?

 SETTING 

 CHARACTER(S)

 PLOT

Where does the story happen? What is the place like?

Who is the hero? What do they do? Can they do anything special? What are they like? 

What problems do the characters have? What do they do to help? What happens  in the end?

Chang’e and the Good Sun

5

Chang’e and the Good Sun

Hathaway Graded Readers reach intothe lives and imaginations of children and bringthem to life in easily accessible, leveled prose.Their diverse authors present realistic originalfiction in their own voices, new interpretations ofclassic international tales, and thought-provokingnon-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturallyauthentic, delicately addressing themes relatedto disparities in society, and beautifully illustratedand photographed, taking every reader on amemorable journey.
Graded at the beginner level, these readers willprovide even the most reluctant readers with areason to read.

The Reading and Writing Workbook includes:
• Reading comprehension development activities
• Guided and free writing practice
• Story-based writing projects
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Supplementary Material 
Extension Activities Workbook
The Extension Activities Workbook is available 
separately at each grade level of the Hathaway Graded 
Readers series. It can be used flexibly by teachers to 
provide both task and project-based learning activities 
alongside the core readers, and is designed to help 
teachers with delivering lessons that fully exploit all of 
the key themes and concepts presented in each reader. 

This workbook provides unique supplementary 
material that includes a wide range of group work 
projects that will help students contextualize the reader 
content though extended situational events and tasks. 

Key Features
■   Projects and activities that will support 
      collaborative work
■   Multi-modal projects including writing, dialogue, 
      drawing, drama and games
■   Activities that encourage the development of 
      creative and critical thinking skills
■   Material that caters for a variety of learning styles 
      and preferences
■   Reader specific activities, and generic activities 
      that can be used with any graded reader

1918 westchestereducationservices.co.uk westchestereducationservices.co.uk

Each grade level of the Hathaway Graded Readers 
series is supported by a comprehensive Teacher’s 
Book. Each guide includes step-by-step teaching 
notes, a story synopsis, a review of all the key 
language points, and a full plan of before, during, and 
after reading activities to help teachers structure their 
work with each reader in class.

Additional support is given to help teachers guide 
students as they acquire the habit of reading for 
enjoyment and to encourage regular reading. There 
are also a range of practical tips and ideas on how 
to exploit the reader themes of diversity, equity, and 
inclusion both inside and outside of the classroom.

Key Features
■   Comprehensive teaching notes to work with each 
      reader in class
■   A story synopsis
■   Review of all key language points presented in 
      each graded reader
■   Guidance on how to work with the reader themes 
      through extended skills and project work

Teacher Support
Teacher’s Book

Sample pages from
Extension Activities Workbook Grade 3

Sample pages from
Teacher’s Book Grade 3
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Crochet Captain

Writing | pre-writing:  Create an after-school club for your favourite hobby. Answer the questions.

1.  What hobby does your club have?

2.  Who is the club captain? What do they do?

3.  Who are the club members? What do they do?

4.  Do you need any special clothes or things to join the club? What do you need?

5.  Where does your club meet?

6.  How often does your club meet?

7.  What can your club do for charity?

8.  Why do you like your club?

Our _______________________ club

Plan a club for YOUR favourite hobby.

19

Crochet Captain

Art | a club membership card:  1 Talk about your clubs. 2 Design a club membership card. Sign up classmates 
to your club.

1.  Put your posters on the wall. Look at all the posters. Ask the club captains about their clubs.

2.  Create club membership cards. Choose a club not your own and fill out a membership card.

• What’s the best thing about your club?
• Is there anything hard about your club?
• What do I need to join your club?

Calculator Club 
Membership Card

Name: Asra Khan
Age: 8

Member Number: 005

MEMBERSHIP CARD

Name: 
Age: 

Member Number: 

Crochet Captain

18
Project work | a poster:  Make a poster. Write the main ideas about your club. Say when and where you meet. 

Say what you do. Make it sound fun. Draw a picture.

Make a poster to tell other students about your club! 

Come and join 

our club!

Calculator Club

When: Mondays at 4 o’clock 

Where: Classroom 5

We meet every week 

to play games with 

calculators. Come 

along! 

We are going to do 

sponsored sums too 

and give money to 

charity.

You only need a 

notebook and a 

pencil. We have the 

calculators for you. 

• Learn to use a calculator.

• Learn about numbers.

• Have fun with counting!

9

Sailing the Storm
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Their diverse authors present realistic original

fiction in their own voices, new interpretations of

classic international tales, and thought-provoking

non-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturally

authentic, delicately addressing themes related

to disparities in society, and beautifully illustrated

and photographed, taking every reader on a

memorable journey.

Graded at the beginner level, these readers will

provide even the most reluctant readers with a

reason to read.

The Extension Activities Workbook 

includes:
• Task-based independent and group activities

• Collaborative projects

• Art, drama, and games
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Crochet Captain

  Language support

The story-related vocabulary words 

appear in the Glossary at the end of this 

Teacher’s Book and the Ss’ Workbook. 

Specific Word Study activities also appear 

in the Workbook. 

  Teaching tip      | Introducing  

the theme

•  Two of the characters in this story are 

visually impaired: Emma who has partial 

sight, and Lizzie, who is blind.

•  Build awareness for this critical disability 

in your class before or after the First 

reading. Share the statistics below, 

so your Ss have a better idea of the 

significant number of people in the 

world who are visually impaired.

•  Work through the second or third 

reading, eliciting from the class how 

the characters’ accomplishments 

were made more difficult due to their 

physical disabilities.

Before reading

•  Have Ss look at the cover. Ask, What’s the title of the 

book? (Sailing the Storm). Is a storm good weather or bad 

weather? (bad). Do we often have storms? What do you 

do when there is a storm? (stay in my house, wear special 

clothes).

•  Ask, What do you see? (A boat with three children). Ask, 

Where are they? (on the water).

•  Direct Ss attention to pp. 3–4. Introduce the characters. 

Tell Ss that the main character in the book is Emma. 

Ask, What is Emma wearing? (a t-shirt and shorts) What 

color is her hair? (black). Continue in this way with all the 

characters.

•  Have Ss work in groups of  3. Assign each group member 

a character (Emma, Lizzie, Ali). Tell them to write a 

description of their character. Provide some guidance, 

asking, How old are they? What do they like to do? Where 

do they live? Are they going to be a good or bad character? 

Does the character have a problem?

•  Have Ss use their descriptions as role-play cards. Ss take 

turns meeting each other in their group, asking and 

answering questions. (e.g. What’s your name? How old 

are you? What do you like to do? Are you Emma’s friend?)

•  Tell Ss that after reading the story they will compare 

their character’s description to the actual character in 

the story, to see if they are similar or different.

•  Elicit predictions about the story. Ask, What will happen 

in the story?

•  Write the following True/False sentences about the 

story on the board. 

1. It’s Christmas and Emma gets sailing lessons as a 

present.  T/F

2. Sailing is hard. T/F

3. Emma and her friends practice a lot. T/F

4. Ali gives Emma a talking compass. T/F

5. They enter a sailing race. T/F

6. They are in trouble and another boat comes to help 

them. T/F

7. The water is freezing. T/F

8. They catch up to the other boats in the race. T/F

9. They lose the race because Emma can’t see very 

well. T/F

10. Emma’s dad is proud of them. T/F

Statistics about vision loss

•  It is estimated that there are 285 million 

visually impaired people in the world. 39 

million are blind.

•  In the US, there are more than 500,000 

visually impaired and blind children 

aged 0-17. 

•  In the UK, there are more than 25,000 

visually impaired and blind children 

aged 0–17.

Sailing the Storm

Teacher’s notes for Sailing the Storm 

Crochet Captain
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Page 11 Why does Emma worry? (If the weather is bad, she can’t see. Ali will get angry.) 

Did you think the talking compass will help Emma?

Page 12 Should Emma let Ali and Lizzie help her? (Working as a team makes things easier.)

Page 13 Did you think they would win?

Page 14 What happens when they work together? 

Pages 15-16 Should they help the other boat? Why or why not?

Page 17 Did you think the children could help Maggie? Why or why not?

Page 19 Do you think the children are happy the helped Maggie? Did they do the right thing? Why or why not? 

Why is the weather a problem for Emma? (because she can’t see very well)

Page 21 How does Emma’s talking compass help her? (It tells her where she is going.)

Page 22 What can Lizzie hear? (people cheering)

Page 23 Will they win? (Yes they won!)

Page 24 Why do you think they won?

Page 25 Were people proud of them? Why?

Third reading – independent reading

•  Have Ss reread the story independently, in pairs, or small 

groups. 

•  Direct Ss attention to the True/False questions in 

the Before reading section. Ask, were your predictions 

correct? What made you guess correctly? Which of your 

predictions were wrong? Why?

After reading | working with story 

elements

Identifying the beginning, middle, and end of the story

•  Present the concepts of the beginning, middle, and end 

of the story. As a class, have Ss identify these parts in the 

story.

•  The beginning introduces the characters, the place and 

the time where the story takes place. Ask, Who is the 

main character?  (Emma) When does the story begin? (on 

Emma’s birthday)

•  The middle of the story is the series of main events—

usually a problem or obstacle with a solution. Ask, What 

happens at the beginning of the story? Is there a problem? 

What is it? How can it be solved? 

•  The end of the story is the solution or how the 

character(s) deals with a problem, obstacle, or difficult 

situation. Ask, What happens in the end? Is it a happy 

ending?

Optional activities

•  Retell the story as a chain. The first S says one sentence, 

and then the next S says the next part of the story. 

•  Elicit reactions to the story. Ask, How would the story be 

different if they lost the race?

•  In groups, have Ss rewrite the ending of the story and 

present it to the rest of the class.

 

Exploring the characters

•  Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5. Have one S in 

each group be Emma. The rest of the Ss take turns to 

interview Emma at the end of the race. 

•  In pairs, Ss think of a character, place or thing from the 

book. They take turn to ask 10 yes/no type questions in 

order to discover who/where/what it is. (e.g., Are you 

young? Do you have a brother? Do you like sailing?)

Sailing the Storm

Teacher’s notes for Sailing the Storm 
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Crochet Captain

•  If necessary use this activity to pre-teach important vocabulary. (e.g. to be in trouble is to have problems, hard is the same as difficult, freezing is very cold). Once vocabulary has been explained, encourage Ss to develop more associations with the words. Ask questions about the words in bold e.g. When do you feel proud? Which month is freezing in this country? What’s the opposite of lose? What’s the opposite of hard?
•  Once Ss understand the sentences, take a vote on whether they think they are True or False.

While reading
First reading

•  As a class, have Ss read along or look at the pictures as they listen to the story.

•  Read uninterruptedly to page 15. This is the “cliff-hanger” (suspenseful) moment in the story. We don’t know what will happen next. Check for comprehension.
•  Ask, What has happened so far?  Elicit the events in the story (or use the Workbook page): 

1. Emma got sailing lessons for her b    irthday. 2. Emma’s crew turned over and fell into the water on her first lesson. 
3. The crew has practiced and practiced.4. It’s the day of the race. 
5. They are in second place and can win the race.

•  Ask, What do you think they will do? Elicit different answers and make the Ss justify their answers.

•  Ask, Do you want to know what happens next? Continue reading the story uninterruptedly through page 19. Check for comprehension. Ask, What happened? (The crew rescued Maggie and Agatha.)
•  Ask, what do you think will happen next? Elicit different answers and make the Ss justify their predictions.
•  Motivate the class. Ask, Do you want to read the ending? Continue reading the story uninterruptedly to the end.
•  Ask, Did you like the story? What parts did you like best? What things did you want to be different? Encourage Ss to go back and look through the pages at the pictures and read the speech bubbles as they answer these questions.

Second reading

•  Before reading each new page or spread (two pages) use the illustrations to set the scene. Ask questions about the people, places and things and make sure any necessary vocabulary is introduced.
•  The reading can be stopped at appropriate points (end of a spread, scene, or action sequence) in order to recycle the information and check for understanding of the story so far. Use the Guided reading questions below as necessary.

•  Encourage students to predict what happens next before turning the pages.

•  Get students to provide advice for the characters.
•  Have Ss point out when the crew is working together or when they might be having problems.

Page 5 Where is Emma? (next to a lake or pond) What is she doing? (sailing paper boats) 
What is Emma’s birthday present? (sailing classes).Page 6 What does Emma think on her first day of class? (She hopes she can sail. She notices the other students 

know what they are doing.)
Page 7–8 Was her first day sailing good? (Yes and no) What does Ali think? (He can do better)
Page 8 Should Emma let Ali steer?
Page 9 Did you think they would get better at sailing? Why? (Practice makes perfect!)

Guided reading questions

Sailing the Storm

Teacher’s notes for Sailing the Storm 
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Chang’e and the Good SunTeacher’s Book for
Hathaway Graded Readers

Hathaway Graded Readers reach intothe lives and imaginations of children and bringthem to life in easily accessible, leveled prose.Their diverse authors present realistic originalfiction in their own voices, new interpretations ofclassic international tales, and thought-provokingnon-fiction. Each title is inclusive and culturallyauthentic, delicately addressing themes relatedto disparities in society, and beautifully illustratedand photographed, taking every reader on amemorable journey.
Graded at the beginner level, these readers willprovide even the most reluctant readers with areason to read.

The Teacher’s Book includes:
• Step-by-step Teacher’s notes on how to implement graded readers in class• Workbook answer keys
• Glossary of story-related vocabulary items
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